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The Pulsar APX wax vaporizer is very compact, but it provides some serious power. It's only 3.5 inches tall, but don't let its height fool you. Good things sometimes come in small packages, and that feeling is true with this small but mighty device. Keep reading our Pulsar APX Wax
Vaporizer review for all the details! If you want some in-depth coverage regarding wax pens, head for more than our Wax Feather Guide for more details. Product Features: Compact and LightweightVery Big HitsEasy use highly PortableGreat battery as it works and the ease of using the
pulsar APX wax vaporizer is very easy to use. Just take away the glass mouthpiece to expose the heating chamber and add the concentrates to the coils. If you have concentrates that are more sticky, the manufacturer recommends that you allow the device to heat up within seconds to
make it easier to load. Once it is loaded, hit the power button five times and the device will turn on the specified LED lights. When it's in flames, press the button to ignite the heating element. When it is ready to rip, the logo light will go from red to green. Then hold the power button and
inhale. When you're done drawing, release the button and clean the rest of the steam that remains. It's a very simple and easy-to-use device. The Pulsar APX temperature settings There are no temperature settings on the Pulsar APX wax vaporizer, as it is a fixed-power device. The
temperature gradually increases as you hold the power button and then you release the button when you are satisfied. Fixed power devices can be good for beginners who may get confused with what temperature settings to use that may not know the best wax veep power. But seasoned
consumers might want a device that has some flexibility, like KandyPens Prism or Prism Plus. The APX's pulsed heating system and the Camera Heating Element on the Pulsar APX wax vaporizer uses three quartz coils. This is different from many other vaporizers that use quartz coils
because usually we only see two coils. Three reel installation is a big part of the reason why this device delivers such big hits. The device heats up almost instantly, with a maximum heating time of about 5-10 seconds. APX Wax Steam quality on the pulsar APX wax vaporizer is not
exceptional because it has been designed mainly for consumers who want quick sessions and big hits. The taste is not bad because of quartz coils, but if you are a consumer who loves taste-rich hits, you'll want to check out a unit like Dr. Dabber Boost. Pulsar APX Battery life on this unit is
very solid, especially considering how compact and lightweight it is. The 1100mAh lithium-ion battery lasts up to two full days of moderate vaping before you need to charge back time. Charging the device takes about 2-3 hours in total. Complexity. And the quality of the APX wax vaporizer is
made of plastic, but it's not cheap plastic. The device is quite durable and feels good when you hold it. A compact unit can probably withstand a drop or two, but a glass mouthpiece can't. Overall, it doesn't look bad for the device, especially for the price of it. But it's a little awkwardly
designed, no matter how small it is. We believe that a device like the Utillian 5 looks a little better than an APX wax vaporizer. Portability and discreteness is only 3.5 inches tall and 1.5 inches wide, the Pulsar APX wax vaporizer is highly portable and compact. There will be no problems
when it comes to installing this little device in your pocket or hand. The discretion isn't quite there, due to the fact that the hits you get from this device can be massive. You'll want to look at a device with more discreet hits if vaping is discreetly important to you. Pulsar APX Accessories with
pulsar APX wax vaporizer, you get the device itself, a smear tool, a USB charger, and an instruction. Not a ton of accessories come with this device, but it's not necessarily a bad thing. The device doesn't come with a carrying case, so if you need to, check out our water and wear-resistant
portable body from Tools420. How to clean the APX Wax Maintenance and maintain the APX wax vaporizer pulsar clean is as simple and simple as it works. Just clean the quartz coils with q-tip soaked in isopropyl alcohol and do the same with a mouthpiece to remove debris and bacteria.
Check out our chopper cleaning sticks from Tools420 if you're tired of dipping q-tips into isopropyl alcohol and want something faster and easier. Bottom line In general, it's a solid device and a good choice for veip consumers who love thick, milky rips. It has a good battery life and decent
build quality as well. However, if you're looking for a wax pen that gives you the best taste that you can sip rather than fast, big rips, check out a unit like KandyPens Prism Plus. What do you think of our Pulsar APX wax vaporizer review? If you liked this review, check back right here to our
Tools420 blog for tons more just like this. Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram and subscribe to our newsletter for news, updates and promotions. You can even win a prize! Until next time, happy vaping! Back in the day more has always been thought better, but in today's world
we prioritize portability and because of this technology tends to make gadgets smaller and easier. We've seen the same trend in the vaporizer industry, which started with units like volcano hybrids, but turned into pocket-sized yet powerful gadgets like zevs arcs. It's a long way to say today
we'll take a look at Pulsar APX Mini wax vaporizer that packs a huge punch. When we talk We mean the mini, it costs only 3.5 high makes it extremely low profile. Read on to find out how good things can come in small packages. Also, be sure to check out our wax pen buyers guide for
everything you need to know when buying a wax vaporizer. Review: Pulsar APX wax first, remove the glass lid/mouthpiece to expose the warm chamber and carefully load the extracts of cannabis directly into the coil of the device. If your cannabis extracts lip the same APX recommends
pre-heating the unit within 4 seconds to make your cannabis extracts easily melt on coils. After loading, replace the glass cover and turn on the device. To do this, press the power button 5 times fast, the LEDs will flash as the device turns on. Next, press and hold the power button to turn on
the heating element. The logo on the block will turn from red to green when the device has reached the drawing temperature and you can start drawing from the block while still holding the power button. When you're done with a draw release the power button and clean the rest of the steam
in the mouthpiece with a late inhale. And that's it; This device is very simple and straight forward. Pulsar APX Wax, like Yocan Evolve Plus, is a fixed power unit meaning you can't adjust the temperature that this unit is heated up to. Instead, you press one button to turn on the heating
element and release it when you are satisfied with your draw. This device has 3 quartz coils giving it a little more energy compared to the standard 2 reel installation we see on most units. As we touched above, what sets this device apart for other popular wax units is a 3 quartz spray reel.
3 coils packs an extra punch into a draw, providing denser steam and larger clouds. We would like to describe this device as a puncher wax block, meaning it is designed for very fast powerful hits. It's not designed for a session unit like Puffco Peak, which you can sip for 5 minutes, we think
it will be more intended as a hit and throw it to a style unit, which is great for those who want to get a quick session in the quartz coils to help maintain a taste for cannabis extracts, however, because this higher temperature taste can be more muted than the lower the temperature handles.
We were impressed with the quality of production of such a small unit. It feels solid in the hand, the buttons are responsive and the LED lights bring and are easy to see. The glass fits a good mouthpiece beautifully designed, free of defects and tightly suited to the sprayer. The atomizer itself
is a quartz dish with 3 quartz bars wrapped in metal coils. beautifully wrapped and evenly heated on the device that we got. In general, we could not be more satisfied with the quality of production of the device, especially in terms of the cost of the device. However, users who prefer
versatility in their units for wax evaporation usually usually Devices such as the Source Orb 4 Premium Kit, which comes with 7 sprayers. Battery life is decent for such a small unit, we found that we could get about 2 days of moderate use without the need to recharge the device. What we
liked about this unit is the LEDs on the front of the device actually display the current battery life of the device. This means that you always have a good idea of how much battery you have left and when you will need to charge the device. Users looking for more battery power to go on in a
few weeks tend to prefer units like the Utillian 5, which has a 1050mah battery. As we mentioned on top the APX wax vaporizer is only 3.5 high and about 1.5 wide, slightly shorter than the Linx Blaze, giving it an extremely low profile. The device can easily slip into your pocket and chances
are you won't even notice it once it's there. This device is perfect for those who want a small unit to carry around for quick hidden sessions when and so. Like most wax units such as Linx Hypnos zero, the pulsar APX wax features using a single button. This makes interacting with APX wax
very simple and just a matter of turning the device with 5 clicks and pressing and holding the power to deal with your heating element. You can't get much more straight forward than that. We enjoyed our time with the APX pulsar wax and were surprised by the big hits we could achieve from
such a small device. In our opinion, we would describe it as a puncher unit, meaning that we believe it is more designed for quick powerful sessions, just hit it and throw it. The quality of the pair was dense and maintained a decent taste profile.  The tiny size of this device means that it is
extremely portable and easy to hide. It's perfect for an on-the-go connoisseur who is looking for a simple block to get into a speedy session. If you have questions about our review or just want to let us know what you think, feel free to our customer comment below! Also, be sure to follow us
on Facebook, Twitter or Instagram to stay up to date with all our contests, sales alerts and other fun things! Thanks for reading and, as always, keep vapin'! Wapin!
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